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"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on hi roo t, if
only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau

De oc a i p eLl __ . . . __ ... __
hopefi I CO e

Advocating safe sex

_~

by LORI RICHARDSO
stoff writer

dents to see Kreml

On March 5. William P.

Krernl, a professor at the University of South Carolina, who i
entering the South Carolina
Democratic presidential primary,
will speak to Coastal students and
faculty in the Student Center
Overflow.
Coastal professor Eddie Dytt
was contacted by Kreml and Dyer
referred him to Coastal's History
Club, who will sponsor KremI'
visit. til thought it would be a
unique opportunity for the stu-

Co tal Chane
at 0 ehead
by BRIAN McGUI E
EditOf-in-chief

Crystal Todd's alleged killer identified on
Coastal's campus two months prior to murder
SUbmitted by Campus Ponce

"On September 23, police at Coastal Carolina

College arrested Kenneth "Ken" Register on charges
of indecent exposure" (Sun News,February 20,1992).
The initial disclosure of the identity of the suspect
came as a shock to many people living in Harry
COlUlty, and the realization that the suspect was on the
college campus appuximately two months prior to
the murder of Crystal Todd was also a shocking
reality.
The college case was aided immeasurably by the
two female students able to remember "the vehicle
license plate number, and they were also able to give
an accurale description of what the person looked
like. Both ladies proved to be effecti witnesses.
This campus incident occured at 6 p.m., at twiIightin the Science Building Parking Lot, not at night,
in some isolated spot, as people might imagine.

The college police department urges students,
faculty, and staff to take reasonable precautions for
their safety.
• 1. Walk with a friend whenever possible.
• 2. Don't fumble in your pocket or purse for vehicle
or door keys, have it in band before you reach your
home or vehicle.
• 3. Sticktowell-ligh~ well ttaveled areas. osbon
cuts through wooded JRaS of alleys.
• 4. Avoid jogging or biting alone. If you must go by
yourself, stay clear of isolated or poorIy-lighaed areas.
• S. Do DOt tempt fate by showing or leaving cash CX'
valuables lying around.
• 6. Never hitch-hike. It is not worth the risk.
• 7. Watch your purse, backpack, briefcase, etc. Don't
take a bn:ak and ave them behind.
• 8. If you think someone is following you, abruptly
switch directions of cross the street. If you are still
being followed, go to a public place and ask for help.

CoasaaJ'scurrentcbancenoc~

Ron Eaglin, win take over the

presiedencey of Morehead State
in Kentucky, he said late Friday
afternoon, Feb. 28. Eaglin has
been in the USC system for 18

years.
The tenns of Eaglin's fouryear conttact with Morehead's
governing board have yet to be
fjnaJ;red. but Eaglin indicated

that he will be making more than
the $110.000 yearly income at
Coastal.
The contract will also inelude a car, living arrangements
in the presidential bouse, and a
fuD-time maid.
Eaglin will lake offICe in
Kentucky on July I, and he said
that be hopes to continue as
chancellor of Coastal until midJune.

Administrators ho
ish to rem a i n
ananymou
said that a logical tmnsition would mo
Ron
Ingle, Vice Chancellor fCX' Academic Affairs, in t i intenm chan-

cellor, and
0 ID
D nni
Wiseman, Dean of Ihe
of
Education, in as ace ""'III.~,U
Sally Hma, Vice ClUmce~Uor
fISCal affairs may also
tia1 candidaIe.
USC PresidentJohnPalms
on Coastal's campus on Jiuesday,
Feb2S to meet
ilh enior
adminsttalors to discuss the
bility of filling Eaglin' vacancy.
He will reaum on Mar. 3.
"I'm pleased that Pre 'dent
Palms is giving this mautlsenous
consideration." said Roy Talbert,
chair of Coes&aI's History department
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-Plato is dear to me, but dearer still is truth,-Aristotle

Editorials
We get cocky sometimes
With our editorial last issue ("USC mascot should be a student,"
Feb. 18), we failed to give credit where credit is due.
As we found
ourselves caught up
in condemning USC
for paying $18,000 a
year for retaining
Our mascot is underpaid
the services of a
and overworked, and he's
professional mascot,
better than Cocky,
we did not take time
to salute our own,
humble, overworked and underpaid "Kickin' Chicken."
Revealing his identity may not be appropriate, so we'll just
divulge his initials--Marc Gura. With his $300 a year take-home
pay, Marc has served the Coastal athletic program more than
adequately for four years. We believe Marc is one chicken who
gives much and asks for little.
While he's performing at different sports events, Marc may be'
putting on a show, but we think it comes naturally for him. He
obviously enjoys what he does. We have been fortunate to have
Marc represent the Chanticleers over the years.
During the halftime show of the Chanticleers last home game,
Feb. 27, our mascot gave a touching farewell performance. We'll
miss our home-grown "Kickin' Chicken. "
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We commend the History Club for bringing in yet another
presedintial .
candidate to discuss
his views with
Coastal students.
0000 The
replacement for
We have many opinions
Coastal Chancellor
Eaglin must meet
the qualifying
creteria, but should also be an experienced Coastal administrator.
0000 There should be a unifonn, fair rule governing the use of
bicycles, roller skates, roller blades, and skateboards on campus.
0000 National Condom Week was a great success. We hope that
students use the information wisely.
0000

Opinion:

KREML Continued from page 1.
branches of the government.
Focusing on what he believed to
be the structural gridlock of the
American government, Kreml entered the South Carolina Democratic
Senatorial,primary in 1980. Then in
1984, he entered selected Democratic
presidential primaries, holding forums at colleges and universities
throughout New England, upstate
New York, and Montana. Kreml is
the creatOr of an original political
philosophy known as psychological
relativism, and has published six

books,

Kreml was born in Evanston,
Illinois on August 5, 1941. He
graduated from Northwestern University in 1962 and from Northwestern University Law School in
1965. In 1972, he completed the
doctorate in political science at Indiana University. He has been
teaching political science in the
Department of Government and International Studies at USC since
1971. He is listed in "Who's Who in
Finance and Industry."
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HEAD TO HEAD:
For Legalization
by DAVID SCHULZ
stoff Columnist

Rather than give the typical pro-legalization-spiel, I'll cover a different aspect in
hopes that people will realize that hippies
aren'~ the only people who advocate legalization.
First of all, I don't smoke it; the whole
"Dead-head" connection turns me off. Yet
more importantly, it kills brain cells, and I'd
just as soon keep what little I have. However, that's my choice. And by the same
measure, it's everyone else 's choice whether
or not they use it Because of these factors,
I c~not advocate or condemn its use, regardless of its present legal status.
However, I do condemn the means by
which marijuana was made illegal.
For over 10,000 years, hemp has been
grown as a key agricultural crop. 1be Chinese were the first to make rope, clothing,
and paper from hemp. In sea-port cities, it

What Good
am amazed at what the message of
the gospel has been transformed
into. The message of Christ has
become one of prosperity and
plenty. The preachers use Quist's
words, uI came that you would have life, and
have it more abundantly." What a perversion of God's word. The churches who
practice such teachings are practicing the
doctrines of men. Christ told the rich man to
sell all he had and to give it to the poor
because, "It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich
man to enter the kingdom of heaven." "The
son of man [had] no place to lay his head."
Iesus lived with the poor, and he gave his life
to bring them comfort from their woes. He
healed the sick, and had pity on those who
had been made victims of the politicalreligious society which taxed them so mercilessly. Christ railed against a church which
had become so steeped in law, tradition, and
materialism that it could no longer see the
suffering of the congregation. Not only did
the church choose not to see the suffering of
the congregation, it chose to look down
upon the poor masses as being punished for
not living in God's will. The church must
come to see, now as well as then, that the
new gospel of wealth and prosperity is separating the church from the people it was
meant to save.

Clian,tic{eer

LEGALlZATI0 OF
Against Legalization

was used to make canvas (a word derived
from "cannabis") for sails. In the thirteen
colonies, laws mandated that every farmer
grow at least an acre of bemp because it was
paramount to the colonies' survival.
Hemp should still be legal in this
country. With new technology, the harve t
of the plant would easily create a multibillion dollar industry. We wouldn't have to
clear thousands of acres of woodland every
year in order to make paper and wood
products. Given the superior strength of the
hemp fiber, its versatility, and its annual
growth cycle, one would be insane to ignore
the benefits. .
Yet the plant is still illegal. Why? For
your own benefit, fmd out why the DuPonts,
as well as certa!n politicians and CEO's of
the lumber industty, helped to make it illegal in 1939, and how they benefitted from
keeping it that way -look into the numerous uses of hemp. Then ask yourself why.

•

by STUART AXELROD
Stoff Columnist

A week after a person SID e one
"joint' 30 to 50 percent of the THC remains
in the body; it i estimated that four to ix
weeks are required to eliminate all the THe.
Regular use--even once or twice a weekmeans the user is is never entirely free from
the drug.
Scientists believe that marijuana can be
particularly harmful because some users
inhale the unfiltered smoke deeply and hold
itin theirlungsaslongaspossihle. Following
exposure to marijuana smo e,defense sy terns in the lungs show more impairment
than following exposure to tobacco SOlO e.
Marijuana is not a toy. Effects of lowto-moderate doses can include euphoria,
changes in perception of time and space,
impaired judgement and memory. Higher
doses may reswt in delusions, depression,
confusioo, alienation-sometimes resembling a psychotic episode marked by fear

and aggres i n.
rThe user' coordinau n vi
ception, and igilance are reduced
to dri
can make it danger;
machinery. A stud
the dri e in fatal car crashe 10
iforma
had been smo 'ng manjuana.
Short-tenn memory and leamin
ity are also curtailed or hour afler
ing. Thi delayed ffect ould
a
problem for studen especially ftequent
SIll e . TIle connection between • gras
poor moti ation and leamin di iliue I
particularly uoubling in an era hen 2
percent of tudents drop out of high
l.
From the boardroom to the I erroom
from the classroom to th 0 ratin room
someone you may not
~ but ho
Id
make a difference in your life, rna
the influence of marijuana. Do ou
your dentists, teachers airplane pil
the person driving behind you
n
marijuana? If
may I mterest you in a
game of Russian roulette.

ews?/ Michael Wallick, staff columnist
Church-going has become a fashion
show where women show off their new
clothes, and men boast about how much
God has blessed them materially. I have
actually heard church members lell people
in financial straits that if they would just
mend their ways and do God's will they
would prosper and not be subject to suffer
the indignities of poverty anymore.
The fonner brings to mind the words
from a song by Yes: "Machine, Machine
MessiahJThe mindless search for a higher
conuollerJ Take me to the fire and hold meJ
Show me the strength of your singular eye."
Mankind has created a god for himself
who serves mankind's purposes. A god who
requires shict obedience, unquestionable
faith, and an open purse. Churches build
huge, finely decorated edifices to the glory
of a man who preached in the streets to the
poor and destitute; who hung out with street
people, and at least one prostitute. If Christ
was to enter one of the churches today, he
would be treated as a lowly tramp, looked
down upon because God had chosen to
punish him by making him poor, rather than
by blessing him with material comforts. He
would be nm out on a rail for preaching a
nspel which rejects a SuperfICial. materialistic, legalistic view of "'God's word."
How could Ouistians have become so blind
•
to the truth?

TIle Emperor Constantine's, and laler
Theodosius r s,recognition and legalization
of Christianity was a two-edged sword. On
the one hand, it removed the congregation
from the persecution of the Roman Government. On the other hand, it made the
congregation subject to persecution from
the now ..Orthodox" church. Elaine Pagel
in her book The Gnostic Gospels,swes: 4'For
orthodox Christians insisted that humanity
needs a way beyond its own power - a
divinely given way - to approach God.
And this, they declared, the Catholic church
offered to those who would be lost without
it: "Outside the church there is no salvation." The Crusades, the Witch Hunts, the
Inquisitions, T.V. Evangelism is the fonner
the church's idea of salvation. The love of
Christ at its best "Suppose ye that I am
cometogivepeaceonearth? I tell you, ay;
but rather division" (LUke 13: 51). God
wants us to question everything. There is no
blind faith. Faith comes with experience,
and experience with living, not laying on the
couch, or glued to the pew listening to
whoever happens to have control of your
Machine Messiah.
Do not leave your faith, or believe your
faith based on someone else' s words. Search
it out for yourself. As the apostle Paul said,
"Prove all things, and hold fast to that which
is good" (I Thessalonians 5: 21). Search in

place other than those the church recommends. The church will only ugge that
one search in place whi h agree with i
own philosophy. There' a real m
out there, but it i not necessanl
ha
church' &elling.
Learn to l' ten to the quiet 0
Ithm.
that little VOl
Everyone has one. It
which make ugge tion to the mmd.
Someti me the ugge tion are good
sometimes not. Each person m
which idea to follo through ith.
i the ey to discemmen and e:xpc:~nce
the ey to isdom. Man atrociue
been committed by men who assumed the
ideas which matched the mclination of
their ego were inspired b G . One cannot ever make the ml take of thi n one'
so in tune ith God
ill that all hi decisions are God'. A the Ancient G
said, "'KIlO thyself."
Prayer i talking to God' meditation
listening. IfI am coostantly talkin to G .
I cannot Ii len. Through medltatlon I learn
to quiet my mind and Ii ten. Jexpenence
uggestion which go through m mind'
then make my cho' . J Ii •
Ith
consequence of th
choice and I 10
gain wisdom. I havt' found that
door is not the correct one' it I
easiest one to go throu h.
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"I am not ashamed to confess that I am
ignorant of what I do not know.--Cicero

For Your Consideration/ Jerrald W. Murray, staff columnist
"He' sdeadJim" -Doctor McCoy (The
Star Trek series)
Anyone feeling lost in illusions? Think
maybe the world is one big absurdity, void
of meaning? Don't worry if the answer is
yes. There are cmes for your ailmentreality and death. Reality is easier to maintain if one can identify rambling junk masquerading as logical thought There are
those who say the meaning of life is nothing
more than living life. Little, they proclaim,
has meaning in this world. Worse, they
would have you believe that meaning is not
even possible or at least rarely so. Results of
an examination by Doc McCoy on such a
person's brain might cause an exclamation
of the aforementioned quote.
"Make it so Number One" -Captain
Picard (Star Trek-The Next Generation)
Reality, while sometimes hard to defme, does exist (In a sense, that is all that
exists.) Accordina to many beliefs, we all
will find a certain reality upon dying. The
problem with finding reality after dying is
that there is no earthly time left to make use
of one's enlightenment The solution is to
identify reality and to maintain that condition.
"Eeh, what's up Doc?" -Bugs Bunny
Then there is the age-old question: What
is the meaning of life? The question is

misleading, as meaning is a derivative of
purpose. Students attend college with a
purpose-to improve"\heir remaining life.
Hence, the wor~ time, and money students
put into college have meaning because of
the purpose. The Bible teaches humanity
was put on earth for a reason, and when we
fulfill that original purpose, our lives have
meaning. How many readers even know
what the purpose is that I refer to?· If only a
few people really know, then Ron Cassidy is
correct in his assertions printed in the last
Chanticleer issue.
Consider America's attitude toward the
mentally ill, voting, responsibility, destitute
persons, rape victims, and morality. The
existence of these attitudes are not by chance,
but the result of choice. Thus, the attitudes
themselves become the problems.
These problems demonstrate that phi1osophies and ideologies exist that work
contrary to society's overall well-being. Why
demonstrate the obvious? The Chanticleer
published an original theory of mine that
dealt with evaluating philosophies and ideologies. The purpose ot the test (without
reprinting the whole test) was to provide
individuals or "think tanks" with a systematic way of fmding the small number of
ideas that are worthy. I even stated that the
test might be as close as could be formulated
to providing a way to prove one philosophy
or ideology logically correct. Perceptive
reAders should have realized that "close" in
this case isn't v«y close, but a relative
description.

.

There are solutions to the aforementioned problems. Solutions must be identified, and that is part of what the test is about
The real danger in the world is refusing to
seek those answers. The test is not about
convincing 5 billion people to agree with me
or you, but rather helping people agree with
themselves as opposed to being a living
contradiction. The testis not about achieving
"one way" or abOut trying to know the
future. The test is about uplifting mankind
by providing one more tool forevaluation of
your life and the choices each of us makes.
Is this not a noble goal? Dare anyone
suggest that humans are incapable of improvement (not that we've done a lot of it)?
Are such attempts at improvement stupid
and selfish or just the opposite? Each human,
not just the self-absorbed, will be the judge
of that I asked for constructive criticism on
my test, and I received it (unpublished).
Neither I, nor the world needed senseless
babbling on the subject If the "comer"
wishes to continue printing senseless statements, he is free to have the last word (unless
he says something resembling intelligent).
I'd rather debate a worthier opponent. Ahh,
the uncertainty principle. I'm uncertain that
anyone can restate the opposition's "stance"
any better. However, if illusions and absurdities are what you wan~ I'm sure you'll
fmd them just around the comer.
All of this raises one VIP question:
What is philosophy and ideology? I'm not
going to explain what one can fmd explained in a dictionary or encyclopedia. What

I wish to point out is that everything isn't
philosophical or ideological. The shoes you
wear/don't wear, how you talk or wear your
hair, the clothes we wear, and numerous
other things are not philosophy or ideology
(PII). SlUe, those decisions can be influenced
by PII, but they are not the P/I itself and are
not necessarily part of any P/I. Hence,
groups of people can believe in a common P/
I and yet retain individuality. In fact, we are
all different-there has never been anyone
just like you oc"me, nor will there ever be.
These inherent differences are not responsible for the chaotic world we live in (which
Iamnotafraidof, but seek to improve). Real
differences in philosOphies and ideologies
and the struggle for power between groups
representing various viewpoints are responsible. Understand the difference?
"Heh, heh, that's one stupid, I say stupid, dog!" -Foghorn the rooster
I've included some unscholarly quotes

in this column, but I usually do not quote
anyone in my column--not because I don't
know any quotes, but because I haven't seen
the need to use them. Quotes are fme, but are
no substitute for substance. Using quotes to
give your own weak work an air of dignity
is pathetic. The quotes I've included, aside
from their humorous value, satirize. those
who "would-be." As in, they would be
smart if they would quit quoting people who
already are smart and concentrate on substance.

H OW to Save Your Life / Anne Gardner, guest writer
n the past year, three people I have
known have been in serious car
accidents. Two died. This is the
story of the man who lived.
It was a single car accident He was on his way home. He turned
his car over, and somehow was thrown outbut not through the windshield. Maybe his
car door came open.
When he was found, he was not breathing. CPR was administered. Within the
next week he stopped breathing at least
twice. It was decided that, should he stop
again, he would not be revived. He hung on.
That was two months ago. He is now in
a persistent vegetative state. unable to speak,
although he can hear, unable to move at will,
although he has some reflex, he is imprisoned. His family was told that what makes
his personality unique is gone. I have
watched him, and I hope his doctors are
right I'm not SlUe they are. Occasionally,

maybe a handful of times, I have seen him
initiate communication. I have watched
him--as often as nct--obey commands.
Some, not all, of the medical staff agree--he
is still there.
The brain damage which is causing his
inability to move, to communicate, is not a
direct result of his accident. It is the the
result of a lack of oxygen during the first
minutes after it, probably. His body is
resilient His mind will not heal, probably.
He"has suffered two months of degradation and pain. Is he aware of it? At times,
I think he is. Regardless, is this what he
would have chosen for himself? He never
asked, or answered, that question. His decision was made foc him, by a family who
watched another member, also an accident
victim, die two years ago, after living much
as he lives now. For his children, his family
and his friends, there is no right answer.
Dignity was denied him when he wanted to

die. Now he is alive but not living.
I would not choose to live as he does,
nor would I ask the people who love me to
choose life or death for me. Now, that is my
choice to make. If I am dead, leave me be.
Do not condemn me to a life of nothing, even
with the best intentions.
lam young. I have no reason to suppose
that this will happen to me. But neither did
the others who have lived and died in an
accident. For me, it is an act of love to
remove the responsibility of decisions from
those I love, and an act of respect for myself.
I strongly urge you, no matter what
your age, to write a living will. A living will
specifies what can and cannot be done to
keep you alive in the event that you are
unable to make your wishes known. You
may choose any medical intervention necessary, whether indefmitely or for a specified period of time. You may choose none
at all. The decision is yours to make.

A living will is a legal document It
stands unless challenged and overturned in
a court of law. This might happen if, for
example, a life saving procedure you had
formerly rejected would probably lead to
full recovery or if, after a period of years,
medical intervention (life support, for example) was clearly not going to provide any
hope of recovery.
Making a living will is as simple as
ftIling out a fonn. Forms are available at the
library. Ask in the Reference Office for the
original in the Ready reference File and
makeacopy. You do not need a lawyer. you
do not need to spend money. Further information on living wills is available from
the Education Department at Conway Hospital.
Make a decision which might save you
and your family pain. and might save your
life--the life you choose to live.

March 3, 1992
·where ignorance is bliss
ITis folly to be wise.·

I

-Gray
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Monk's Comer / Ahasuerus
Mysterious Ways
, You ravish my hean,
my sister, my promised bride,
you ravish my heart
with a single one of your glances,
with a single link of your necklace.
What spells lie in your love,
My. sister, my promised bride!
How delicious is your love, more delicious
than wine!'

pears that humanity has long been tied with
emotions. Why? Why can't we just get rid of
the excess baggage and get on with our
lives? Why must we continually fall prey to
unbridled passions? They drown us in tears
and then squeeze us like a sponge until we
are dry and spent In fact, emotions affect the
body in ways similar to instinct: high blood
pressure, loss of breath, upset stomach, and
other problems caused by the sympathetic
nervous system. So emotions seem to have
an unconscious effect on us; indeed, emo-

Irl~¥~s~~;;~~~; ;~fi~~~f~;~~~

fairs of us poor subjects. Indeed, the very act angry, et al. Emotion is something that afof passion has played center stage ever since fects you, carries or moves you away like
Thebis frrst decided to direct a staged per- "He got up on the wrong side of the bed
formanceofemotion. imagine then the long today" or "She's beside herself' or "He's
course of human affairs, beyond 5()()() years, head-over-heels in love" or "Don't mess
close to 10,000 since the start of Egyptian with her, she's been pissoo off all day."
civilization-all those long days given to vents
Looking at the concept of the psyche
of frustration, pain, hate, anger, rage, lone- being composed of consciousness (that part
liness, depression, despair. fear, apathy, of us that deals with things not necessary to
humor,joy, happiness, camaraderie, laugh- survival), and the unconscious (that inner
ter, dancing. drinking. Dear God, think of . well where memories disappear, illusions
the number of practical jokes! Dear Lord, and projections shine forth, and other unthink of the number of times noses have conscious urges crawl); emotions are left in
been picked!
a stIange quagmire that influence all three
Anyway, for some odd reason, it ap- pans of the psyche. Emotionsp ay and fIlter

in the layers of the unconscious. striding
forth at times (and sometimes catching us
quite by surprise) to invade our conscio
minds and affect the body in instinctive
ways suiting to the emotion. ow, there is a
part of the consciousness that is reminiscent
of emotion and helps with our orientation in
our relations with the environment Th'
part is "feeling," a very controlled, rational,
valuing function like "I likepizza" or',! hate
diarrhea." Compared to emotion. feeling is
just the tip of the iceberg. Feeling lac s the
passionate intensity of emotion, and as such
it is only a conscious function.
Emotion though affec everything. It
can swing from obsessive thoughts l' e
"Every step you take I'n be 1atching you'
to the depressive' why me, God?" Emotions
can turn you inside and out, and turn you
from the suicidal to the homicidal. But since
emotion comes from the unconsciou and is
inexorably linked with instinct, wouldn't
they exist in animals also? I mean, ho
would deny that their pet dog or cat lov
them? Animalsaren'te tlythatconscio,
so it can't be just me "feeling" that they
have for us. And boy can gs and cats get
very emotional over certain things peculiar
to each individual! And all they ever really
want is affection, attention. petting-they want
to be loved. Don't we all? So why do w
civilized humans continually judge and

demn

d pla G

instead 0 trying to co
on a more bas' andto c h1 ",nnMO

" hall I compare th
Thou art re el
Rough inds do h
May,

And summer
date...
So long as men
So long lives thi

Letters to the Editor/ our readers respond
Pay attention to
Biblical context
Dear Editor,
The cowbird is a reprehensible
critter. He mates but does not
labor to build his own nest The
rascal robs the nests of other birds.
Vireos. blackbirds, and orioles are
favorite targets. After a hostile
take over, cowbirds have been
observed tossing out eggs in order
to lay their own. Like most
predators, the cowbird has a short
incubation period. Chirping and
singing, the cowbird mimics the
evicted host. What does the cowbird have to do with religion?
Everything!
Campus reincarnationists are
claiming that reincarnation belongs
in the Bible. Au contraire! The
Bible teaches bodily resurrection,
a doctrinal nest egg.
Like the cowbird, campus
reincamationists are predatory and

seek to take over the nest of other
religious species. They appreciate
a selected Bible verse on the resurrection of Jesus, suck the life out of
it, toss out the Bible meaning, lay
their own reincarnationist eggs,
incubate, and Bingo!
Predatory behavior is predictable whenever species are hell bent
to be religious without any historical base for their creed. Campus reincarnationists have no
causnicity, no archaeological evidence to corroborate 4000 year old
scriptures, no Judeo-Christian
fountain of social compassion, no
shining civilization for which others men/nations sought to mimie,
no problem with national borders
(i.e. foreigners beating down the
doors trying to get in), and nothing
in religion. science or history upon
which to nail their creed. Hence,
. they arp compelled to rob the
Biblical nest. In short, they are
cowbirds.
Sincerely,
Sam Page

Respon e to
Reincamat on
a

Dear Editor

A response to Michael
Wallick's comments: Wallic is
not the expert he would have us
believe. As forpresentiog a Biblical
viewpoint on reincarnation to
contradict Wallick's, I defer to Ron
Cassidy, who did the best job.
Salvation is a gift, because it
cannot. be earnoo, and yet we can
receive it. God was not obligated
to provide an escape from punishment for sins. The entire opportunity is a gift. Wallick suggests a
direct link between salvation and
works. ot so! One must be sincerely sorry for sinning and for
failing to serve and worship God.
Christians love God and want to
serve Him. Hence. salvation comes
fnst; works are the result of one's
Jove for God. Continued worldly
living indicates t one loves the

orId more than God. God has
already "paid up" for our debt:
Ever heard of Christ' crucifixion
(and resurrection)? e must onl
do our part.
As to allic ·'s reference to
the term "Judeo-Christian",
briefly, "Judeo" refers to th preChrist Je i h herita e and is
documented in the Old Testamen
Biblical authenticity come d n
to the expert' s believability, f ts,
and individual faith. Mos historians (the world over) accep the
Bible for its historical cura y.
To asswne most Christians are nOl
a are of dissenting e is a urd,
but consi tent ith secular
that Christians are hac ard.
Lastly, God is
Hmy God"
or anyone else's. He i THE God,
and I belong to Him.
Sincerly,
Jerrnld . Murray

o
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'liTis easier to make certain 'things legal than
to make them legitimate," --Chamfort

Q & A: . Should we legalize marijuana?
"The money that's spent on trying to
fight a non-violent drug like pot could
be used for issues such as education. I
think alcohol is a larger problem than
smoking dope in this country."

Chrissy Virtue
Senior, Sociology

Amanda Holt
Sophomore, Art StudiolEducation

"Yes, if it became legal, it could be
taxed. I feel that the government will
not legalize it because politicians will
lose the money. Greed is very powerful.
I do not beleive in the use of marijuna
and do not use it."

Why Vote? / Art Walker, staff writer
There are several reasons why people
do not vote. Some of the more popular
excuses are lack of interest, feeling that just
one vote can't make a difference, or because
they are not registered voters. None of these
are legitimate reasons to not vote because
our founding fathers fought hard to establish
a democratic system of government that is
"for the people and by the people," as our
Constitution says.
People who do not vote are not exercising their right to voice their opinion and to
have a say on who is running the country or
what bills are to become law. It is especially
important for minorities to vote because that
is probably the best way for our voices and
opinions to be heard since there are fewer
than 1% of minority elected officials today.
Those who show lack of interest in
government really have no idea how government affects everything we do. Voting is
more than electing officials; state and local
elections have issues on the ballot ranging
from school re-zoning to tax hikes, both of

which have a direct impact on our day-today lives.
The other group of people who do not
vote are those who believe that their vote
doesn't count. or that one vote can't make a
big difference. In the last two elections,
fewer than 60% of registered voters actually
voted. If the number of registered voters
was 20 million, that means that 8 million
additional votes were left uncast Those
votes could have made a dramatic impact on
the outcome of any election, so every vote
really should be considered a valuable one
that can make a difference.
All of us as Americans should take the
time to vote. That way, we can make the
government work for us instead of against
us. Voting is a right that everyone should
take advantage of because we cannot complain about government if we do not voice
our opinion. By voting you can do your part
in shaping the United States and ensuring
that we remain a democratic society.

"No, because if it was legallized, then I
feel that our society would tum into a
bunch of bum-outs."

Billy Guerro
Freshman, Math

Pat Mitrione
Junior

"Yes, because it will allow marijuana to
come out of the closet allowing for people
to judge on the infonnation that would
follow the product Our on! y successful
battle on the war on drugs has been
education of our youth, for these young
people to make their own intelligent and
educational decision."

March 3, 1992

"The reason why so few good books are
written is that so few people who can write
know anything.· --Watter Bagehot

WIRE:
Notes from all over

How I killed
George Bush
.
(CPS) - MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - A
parody rap song titled "How I Killed
George Bush" is on the cham with a
bullet as far as the Secret Service is
concerned.
A local record store clerk told the
Minnesota Daily that a Secret Service
agent came into the store and asked him
questions about the song, which also is the
• title ofF-kripz's debut album. The Secret
Service declined comment.
On Feb. II, the newspaper quoted a
University of Minnesota student who cofounded the rap group as saying the song
was not meant to be a political statement
"We were trying to playoff the
themes in rap music," Andrew Knighton
said. "It's sort of a mockery of the
ambiguity and rhetoric that shrouds rap
music. It was like a parody."
The lyrics include the lines, "To be
all I can be I I'll kill the p-r-e-z, I cause
the Sedition Act I don't mean a thing to
me."
The album's promotional fliers show
the president's picture underneath the
words "President Bush Slain."
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Skateboarding scuffle

Coa a

by BRIAN McGUIRE
Edltor-In-chlef

Coastal student Stuart Williams will
think twice the next time he wants to practice his skateboarding on campus.
Williams was skateboarding in the
parking lot adjacent to the new bookstore
when he was told by campus police Officer
Turner that he was not allowed to skate
there. Williams said he then asked the
officer why skating was prohibited in the
parking lot.

"I dido't try to mouth off-I just asked
him why," said Williams. "But I think he
thought I was trying to be smart with him."
The officer then told William to get
into his patrol car, he said, and the officer
took him into the security station.
Williams said the officer gave him a
choice of leaving his skateboard with them
until the end of the day, or facing disciplinary action. "I didn't think it was much of a
choice," Williams said. "I paid a lot of

Coastal profes or'

money for my board, and I dido'
just leave it ith them."
Campu
police lieutenant
Wendelken said illiam

a

Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal Professor Charles Joyner' smost
recentbook,BeforeFreedomCame, has been
cited by the American Library Association
for inclusion on its 1992 Notable Books
List
"Being named to the Notable Books
List is a rare-honor - only 13 works of nonfiction nationwide were included," said
Joyner, co-author of the book.
BeforeFreedom Came, published by the
University Press of Virginia, is the only
book on the 1992 Notable Books List published by a university press.
Before Freedom Came is the catalog of
an acclaimed national exhibition of AfricanAmerican slave life developed by the Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond.

Joyner was one of the original team that
worked with curator Kyrn Rice for five
years to produce the exhibition.
The traveling exhibition will be on
display in McKissick Museum at USC Columbia through April 5, at which time it
moves to the ational Museum of AfroAmerican History in Wilberforce, Ohio.
Joyner is the Burroughs Distinguished
Professor of Southern History and Culture
and director of the Waccamaw Center for
Cultural and Historical Studies at Coastal.
He joined the Coastal faculty in 1988.
Joyner earned a Ph.D. from the University of South Carolina in 1968 and a
Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania
in 1977.

Fee fight causes
68 student arrests
(CPS) - BERKELEY, Calif. - A daylong rally protesting a proposed 22
percent fee hike culminated in a student
occupation of the University of California
at Berkeley library. Police arrested 68
students on trespassing charges.
Campus police in riot gear initially
blocked students from entering the Moffitt
Library, but shortly before the 10 p.m.
closing Jan. 31, 200 students were
allowed to enter the building while 300
others remained outside in support, the
University of California at Dav~newspa
per reported.
"We're optimistic that if we can get
all the campuses to take action and get the
students mobilized, we stand a real good
chance of getting some change," Tim
Yeung, a student senator at Berkeley, told
the newspaper.
Five students from the Berkeley
campus held a five-day hunger strike to
protest the fee increase. the newspaper
reported.

Myrtle Beach
Speedway
Monday April 6 and Tue day April 7

Art
11
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When we think we lead
we most are led.· -Byron

..

Coastal administrator, Sally Z. Hare,
presented with leadership award,
SUbmitted by Public Relat10ns

Sally Z. Hare, dean of Graduate and
Continuing Education at Coastal, has received the 1991 Martha Kime Piper Memorial A ward for leadership in higher education. The award is presented annually by
the South Carolina Women in Higher Education Administration to those showing exemplary commitment to women in higher
education. Hare served as president of
SCWHEA from 1987 to 1991.
Hare received a $35,000 Kellogg Fellow grant in 1990 to fund a
self-designed plan of study. She recently
returned from Australia as part of her
Kellogg-funded studies. In 1989, she was
named Outstanding Continuing Educator in
South Carolina. Hare won the National
Award in Community Development from

the National Continuing Education Association in 1989 and the University of South
Carolina named her Outstanding Woman
Administrator in 1987.
.
Hare joined the Coastal faculty in 1973
as instructor of education. She has since
held the positions of assistant professor of
education, coordinator of Graduate Studies,
and associate vice chancellor of Academic
Affairs. She earned all of her degrees in
education from the University of South
Carolina: bachelor's degree, 1969; master's
degree, 1971; and Ph.D., 1975.
She received the Piper Award during
the December conference ofSCWHEA, held
at Winthrop College. SCWHEA is an affiliate of the American Council on
Education' sNational Identification Program
for the Advancement of Women.

Coastal Professor Susan Libes is the
author of a recently published book on marine
• science.

An Introduction to Marine Biogeochemistry, published by John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., is designed for use by graduate
students and senior undergraduates. Topics
include marine pollution, the role of oceans
in the Greenhouse problem, and the influence of the seawater and sediment chemistry on marine organisms. The text has been

adopted for use by the graduate program at
the Virginia Institute of Marine Science.
Libes said she wrote the book because
there were no textbooks on the market for
her marine chemistry course at Coastal.
Tom T. Bidleman of the USC Columbia Chemistry department said, "There has
not been a book on marine chemistry that
even comes close to covering the breadth of
material that is in (Libes ') book."
An associate professor of marine science
at Coastal, Libes joined the college faculty

Notes from all over

Minnesota student
faces charges

SallyZ. Hare

Coastal marine science professor,
Susan Libes, publishes book
SUbmitted by Public Relat10ns

WIRE:

in 1983. She earned her Ph.D. in 1983 from
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution!
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Joint
Program in Oceanography and Ocean Engineering. Libes has written numerous articles including research pieces on nitrogen
chemistry funded by the National Science
Foundation. She was honored in January by
the South Carolina Wildlife Federation
which named her Land Conservationist of
the Year for 1991.
.

Media Positions Available
Applications for editorships of Atheneum,
Archarios, and Chanticleer are now being accepted.
For an application see Dawn Williams,
SC Room 206, 349-2301.

(CPS) - MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. Police say a University of Minnesota
student who is facing robbery and
burglary charges from an October crime
may also be involved in a residential
robbery that netted more than $1.2 million
in jewelry and cash.
Arthur Wendell Ness, a 24-year-old
sociology student, was arrested Jan. for
his alleged involvement in an attempted
robbery of an Edina, Minn., home on Oct.
30. The county prosecutor charged Ness
with attempted aggravated robbery,
burglary and aggravated assault for
allegedly threatening and struggling with
a woman who lived in the home
Now, the FBI and Minneapolis
specialists who have been working with
Edina police say that Ness is one of six
people they believe to be responsible for a
Nov. 22 robbery of another Edina home in
which a group of robbers threatened a 15year-old girl at gunpoint to open the .
family safe.
Police say Ness is in the Hennepin
County jail on $100,000 bail. No charges
have been filed in the November crime.
Ness was scheduled to appear in court on
the other charges in late February.

24-hour cartoon
network planned
(CPS) - A 1LANTA - Yabba dabba
do. Viewers nationwide soon will have
access to Fred Flinstone and other
animated characters on a 24-hour basis.
Cable king Ted Turner has announced
plans to start the Cartoon Network,
fQlturing Yogi Bear, the Flinstones, the
Jetsons, and Popeye among others, on Oct
1.
Turner said Turner Broadcasting
System Inc.' s vast stock of animated
features will keep start-up costs down.
TBS Inc. bought the Hanna Barbera
library for $320 million last year, and
Turner also owns the MGM fum library
which includes "Tom & Jerry" cartoons.
In all, TBS has 38,000 half-hour blocks of
cartoons.
Turner says his research shows that
the Cartoon Network will reach a potential audience that includes a large number
of adults.
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•All you need in this life is ignorance and
confidence, and then Success is sure.·
-Mark Twain
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Coastal names Dallas exec ti e e
of Jason Ammons Free Enterpr· e
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal has named Craig Hall, chairman
of Dallas-based Hall Financial Group, Inc.,
the fourth recipient of the Jason Ammons
Free Enterprise Award. The award is part of
the Wall School of Business Administration
and Computer Science annual Business
Forum, a series of programs dealing with
topics of interest to the business community,
students and faculty. Speakers invited to the
forum have traditionally represented some
of the world's largest and most successful
enterprises.
Initiated in 1990, the Jason Ammons
Free Enterprise Award is given to those
individuals whose career achievements exemplify the limitless opportunities within
the American free enterprise system. The
award is named in memory of Jason
Ammons, a Myrtle Beach businessman.
Scholarships ·otalling $2,000 also are
awarded through the Jason Ammons Free
Enterprise Project Hall was presented the
award Feb. 20.
Hall founded HaIl Financial Group
when he was 18 years old with $4,000 to
invest in real estate. The company has
fonned real estate limited partnership investments with more than $1 billion in equity. With a portfolio which includes more

than $2 billion in assets under national management, the company is one of the largest
owners/managersofapartments in the United
States. The Hall real estate portfolio includes
more than 41,000 apartment units, 2 million
square feet of office space, 1,250 manufactured housing pads, and 1,500 acres ofprime
pre-development land
Hall is a frequent public speaker and the
author of numerous articles and three books,
including The Real Estate Turnaround;
Craig Hall' sRealEstatelnvesting;andNews
of My Death Was Greatly Exaggerated. a
personal account of Hall's successful
struggle to save his investors' holdings
during the economic downturn and real estate devaluation in Texas in the late 1980s.
In 1983, Hall received the "Outstanding Business Leader Award," presented to
1I business leaders annually by the
Northwood Institute, a private management
college. He was named one of America's
Ten Outstanding Young Men in 1979 by the
United States Jaycees and he is a membez of
the Young Presidents qrganization.
Following presentation of the Jason
Ammons award, Hall spoke to Coastal students. faculty, administrators. and members
of the community on 4'The Changing Nature
of E~ics in Business."

The Atheneum
U

Coastal
S
Carolina
C~~~College
Yearbook Staff will be
selling annuals in the
Student Center
the 16-20 of March
from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Reserve your copy now!

,

Chancellor Ron Eaglin (left) and Craig Hall. 1992 recipient of Jason Ammons
Free Enterprise Award at Coastal. (file photo)

Coa ta to ho
job fair d r"
Older
e

•

Submitted by Public Relations

Older Worker Week in South Catalina

will be observed March 9 to 13 to recognize
the value of the mature work force and to
encourage employers to hire and retain senior workers.
According to Linda Lyerly. director of
the Area Agency on Aging at Coasta1~ more
than 51 million Americans, Ofapp-oximately
21 percent of the United States population,
are 55 years old or more. As labor shortages
emerge in some occupations and in selected
geographic areas, the private sector is increasingly looking at older workers as valuable resources, she said.
Lyerly credits the growing number of
older citizens with a vast accumulation of
skill, knowledge and experience. "TIus is
especially true in coastal counties such as
Horry and Georgetown. both of which have

a steadily increasing population of elleducated and experienced retirees. A our
economy shifts from manufacturing to service and information, these attributes are
becoming all the more important," Lyerl
said.
Businesse are beginning to explore
and implement work option for older persons, such as part time jObs phased retirement, job ttanSfers, job haring. and retraining and rehiring retirees.
The Area Agency on Aging will w
with local businesse again th' year to
sponsor a Job Fair for senior citizen Saturday. April 18 at Coastal Carolina College.
Businesse and organization interested in
participating in the Job Fair should call the
agency at 349-2130.
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·What is mind? No matter. 'What is matter?
Never mind: --T.H. Key

.

Psychology Club seeks interested members
Submitted by Psychology Club

Congratulations! You are reading the attempting to perform a triple axle. This
frrst of many articles that will tell you about should prove to be most interesting and well
the exciting activities of the Coastal Caro- worth the price of admission. I suspect his
lina Psychology Club. One of our members voice will be a few octaves higher after the
responded breathlessly, after being asked feat.
how she felt about attending her frrst PsyAlso, there is a trip scheduled on March
chology Club meeting, "it was more fun 17 to the Women's Correctional Institution
than nude bungee jumping. " Never having in Columbia. We will also visit the Neuro
experienced nude bungee jumping, I'll have Science Lab at the Dom V.A. Medical
to take her word for it I understand that a Center. If you are interested in going, stop
certain short, slightly balding professor of by the Psychology Department to let
Psychology has already signed up for his someone know.
first jump.
On March 25, at 12:30 in room 208 of
If you are a Psychology major, we urge the Science Building, Joe Scanlon, M.A.,
you to join the Psychology Club. We also M.C., will be conducting a seminar on his
encourage non-Psychology majors to join; method of combining tbe Native American
if you're interested you're welcome. The techniques of healing, along with the modcostis minimal and we meet on Wednesdays em Psychotherapy techniques. Joe Scanlon
at 12:30 in room 207 of the Science Build- also uses an ancient form of Japanese masing. If you have a class during this time, just sage in his work. He is a very interesting
stick your head in and say hello. The club is person and has a thriving practice, so
an excellent way to meet people and to get something must be working. Everyone is
involved in many extra-curricular activities. invited to this seminar and to bring a friend.
Currently, we regularly take boys from Maybe you 'n be the one to get the free
Tara Hall out to go roller skating and for massage.
pizza. Dr. A. has insisted upon wearing his
In other news, there is going to be a
~AuntMarjorie' s skating costume while
Clam Bake at the Horry County Shelter

Top Ten
Re· ~sons

for Not Invitir)g
David' Duke 'BaCK to Coastal
?

10. Students won't have to listen to professors say a bunch of
weird stuff about the First Amendment at the counterdemonstration.
9 . .The Republicans won't have to pretend they don't like him.
8. We won't nqve a lot of empty Pabst Blue ribbon cans lying
all around Wheelwright Auditorium.
7. "The Sun News· will be able to cover newsworthy events,
instead of sending its entire staff of reporters and
photographers here.
6. -The Chanticleer" won t have to waste good newsprint
criticizing the History Club for doing the right thing.
5. We won't be embarrassed again by an attention-seeking
student out to posture in front of a crowd he didn't draw.
4. We won't have to hear any more goofy Sixties-type
speeches from the Sociology Club.
3. Campus security won't have to dress up Hke hippies to
infiltrate the counter-demonstration.
2. We won/t have to listen to the Chancellor teU us-yet
. another time-how he was a civil rights activist In his younger
days.
And the number one reason for not having David Duke
back on this campus is ...
1. He's David Duke!!!
I

Home on March 21, and all are invited. Be
prepared to do a lot of eating, a little playing,
and maybe a little work will be thrown in to
build our self-esteem, but it's going to be fun
regardless!
We will also be conducting impromptu
organizational meetings from time to time.
These meetings are usually conducted in
environments that are conducive to our
mental and spiritual growth, usually at
someone's beach house or a deserted beach.
You must be a Psychology Club member to

attend.
Don't forget to stop by the Psychology
Department to join the Psychology Club.
While you're at it, please take time out to
congratulate Dr. Baird on his winning the
Coastal Carolina "Mr. Glitz" award at the
Alumni Valentine's Party. He also won first
place in the First Annual Sigmund Freud
Door Decorating Contest.
Remember al1 you other clubs: Be nice
to us - it might be our couch you're laying
on someday!

Coastal marketing students
place in national competition
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal marketing students Joseph Monseur and Shannon Banks won third place in the
finals of the 1991 National Collegiate Competition in Specialty Advertising and Target

Marketing. In regional competition, the Monseur-Banks team placed third.
•
The entry was evaluated by a jury of specialty advertising practitioners and representatives of GTE Telephone Operations and its advertising and sales promotion agencies.
Monseur and Banks are senior marketing majors, both from Myrtle Beach.
The Specialty Advertising and Target Marketing competition is one of three that
students in marketing professor Ed Cerny's Advertising 450 class participate in annually.

Employers invited to
join in Summer Job Fair .
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal will hold the fIfth annual S ummer Job Fair on Wednesday, April 1 from lOam. .
to 2 p.m. in Spadoni Park, located ~n the campus between the Student Center and
Wheelwright Auditorium.
Area businesses are invited to participate in the fair which is open to Coastal students
as well as those from other colleges and universities. Employer registration is $20 and
includes lunch and promotional materials.
For more information, call Coastal's Job Locator OffIce at448-1481 , 347-3161 or 5460234, extension 2341 or 2333.

.9lrcliarios
submissions
Please remember that the deadline for submissions
is noon on March 11, which is smack dab in the
middle of spring preak. Anyone who will be
beaching it should remember to get their stuff to
us by Friday, March 6. Art submissions should
only be submitted to the Graphics Room of the
Art Center on one of these two days.
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Carson featured speaker at 99

Submitted by Public Rela ons

Dr. Benjamin Carson, an internationally known pediatric neurosurgeon, will be
the featured speaker at the second biennial
Health Careers Fair Saturday, March 14, at
. the University of South Carolina in Columbia.
The statewide event, which is free and
open to the public, will held from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. in the Russell House ballroom on
Greene Street. It is aimed at developing an
interest among minorities for careers in health
professions.

"The purpose of the fair i to bring
educators, health care delivery system employers and others in the health care indu try
together with some of South Carolina' mo t
promising students who are aspiring to become future health care providers,' said Dr.
Sabra Slaughter, director of the Office of
Minority Programs at the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston.
In South Carolina, 31 percent of the
population i African-American, but only
five percent of the job in health profession
are held by African-Americans Slaughter

said. "It i important for u
begin in high
school and continu in college to identify
students ith intere ts in health careers and
expo them to opportunitie in health profes ion.
High hool and college tuden and
their parents and teache are en ura ed to
auend.
Car on the hief of pediatric
neuro urgery at John Hop'n
edlcal
Center, will peak at 10 a.m.
In 19 7 Carson ained world id attention when he led the rgical team that

Housing documents available
Housing applications and contracts for the 1992-93 school year are now available in
the Office of Residence Life. Anyone interested in living on campus next year mu t
complete and return an application with a $125 deposit The residence halls are assigned
by the date the application is received, therefore, it is in your best interest to apply soon.
If members of your organization are interested in living in consecutive apartments, you
can make such requests when you submit your applications. We make no guarantees, but
will try to accommodate requests made by Wednesday, April 1.
If anyone in your organization is intere ted in becoming a resident assi tant, we have
extended the deadline to submit applications. Applications are still available in the Office
of Residence Life and are due by Friday, March 6. RAts play an important role in developing
and maintaining the communities in the residence halls, and in exchange for their worle, they
receive their housing.
If there are any questions about the above information, please feel free to contact
Melissa Strauch at 347-2406.

Free help with taxes
Myrtle Beach- Free federal and state tax help is available for taxpayers in the Horry
County area under the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program.
Through VITA, volunteers are trained, tested and certified by the Internal Revenue Service
and the South Carolina Tax Commi ion and prepare basic tax return free for anyone
needing help.
Although tax fonns are available at the free tax help sites, taxpayers hould bring with
them:
-this year's tax package which they received in the mail,
-wage and tax statements (Fonns W-2). interest statements from banks (Fonn 1099).
-a copy of last years tax return. if available,
-and any other relevant information concerning income or expenses.
There are more than 150 free tax sites statewide. Last year some 7,200 federal and state
•
tax returns were prepared by more than 500 volunteers.
In Horry County free tax help is available now through April 15. For times and
locations of taxfree sites throughout the state, call toll-free 1-800-829-1040 or (803) 2533839. not toll-free.

g
by JASON BEASLEY
Staff writer

A the coo -out we
all shared good food
and fello hip wi
one anot er.
I

RecentlytheAlphaSig have
nbu
developing their perspective brothers. Th
men who have pledged them el e 10 Alpha
Sigma Phi this emester are Tre Azamaar,
Marty Robins, Jason ail, Tim Loyd Bo
"Bluegrass' Woolery, Jame G' h. Jam
Mauro, Edgar "Spaoky' Montgomery and
Mike Smith. These men have taken up the
challenge of ee ing brotherhood and
making an effort to better themselv .
The mo t recent event that th Alph
have been involved with as a camp-out at
a local hunting lodge. At th coo -out e
all hared good food and fellow hip ith
one anther. Sitting around the camp flf
some of the discu ion topic were where
we are at now in our efforts to charter, h
the perspective brothers felt about the time
that they had been spending with the brotherhood, world events. and hat f~ h n w
ideas that the perspective brothers mi ht

eed he

e
for the folIo ing wor

- - '''riting About Literature: Beyond EGL 102 - Tuesday.

~1ar.

3. 3 - 4 p.nl.

.
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"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male." --Kipling

the wor

by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

Who saw the tabloid headline "I Slept
With Five Presidents?" No, not me, it was a
headline. Come on, raise your hands. Oh, I
forgot, no one reads the tabloids. Well, I
don't either. I just happened to see the cover
of one while buying turnips yesterday, really.
Anyway, some woman claims that she
slept with five consecutive presidents. We
have to assume that she meant that they
served as president consecutively and not
that she had sex with them one right after the
other.
The subheadline read "Greatest Sex
Scandal in History." I wasn't sure just what
the scandal is until I realized this is proofthat
presidents have sex! Imagining George and
Barbara going at it is kind of like thinking
about your parents in the act of conception.
Ewwwww!
Of course, the question now is "Why
would anyone want to sleep with five presidents, consecutive or otherwise?" Power is
supposed to be attractive to women, but
really, LBJ would have had to rule the universe before I could have even suggested

Flic~

Ofpresidents ana 6ig toes
him to someone else as having "a really
good personality."
•
Why did the presidents sleep with this
woman? I have developed a theory. Running for president is a superstitious business, kind of like getting ready for a baseball
game. No president who sleeps with his
wife while president can be reelected. These
guys tried to get around this little rule by
sleeping with someone not their wife. We
won't discuss the Kennedy implications. I
offer Ronald Reagan as proof of my theory.
If George Bush is reelected we11 know I'm
right.
I have some bad news for my regular
readers.I'mnotallowedtotalkaboutbreasts
anymore. Some people seem to think they
pop up in my column too often. Well, fme!
I won't mention "breasts" ever again.
Have you ever noticed that the women
on the cover of "Cosmopolitan" magazine
consistently have incredibly large big toes?
What's the deal? It's bad enough that these

women are drop dead gorgeous, but they
have to have these big toes falling out all
over the place. I think there should be a rule
like we had in grade school: If you don't
have enough for everyone, don't wave it
around.
Society seems to put too much emphasis on women with big toes and well clipped
toenails (I don't know what it means either,
but it makes you think). There really is no
way to equalize what nature is still giggling
Giggling?) about, so I've come up with another solution.
Let's all go barefoot! If everyone's big
toes were out in the open, no one would be
quite so interested in them (after all the
debris from wrecked cars along the highways had been cleared). I know, you still
don't understand how this would help those
who have small big toes. Ask a woman with
large big toes what happens after she goes
barefoot for an extended period of time. Ah,
revenge is sweet!

I wonder if the woman who slept with
five presidents has big toes. I'd be willing to
bet she has two of them, although the picture
of her seemed to indicate that she was old
enough to have slept with ten consecutive
presidents beginning with Lincoln. I suppose
her big toes would be slightly less attractive
now. Okay, my fr.eedom of speech is all
worn out Go home and clean the toe jam out
from around your big toes.

• ••••••••••• ***••• *••*••••

Okay, I'm going out on a limb now
(don't worry, I'm from West Virginia, I've
climbed trees before). I think/hope that
there are people out there who read my
column. I want some response from you.
Any type will do. Just let me know you're
out there. Letters will be printed. objects
d'art will be photographed, food items will
be eaten, animals will be a surprise, and
dirty socks will be frowned upon. The
person who sends the coolest stuff gets a
pair of free circus tickets.
Send responses to Out on a Limb, c/o
"The Chanticleer, .. Coastal Carolina College,
PO Box 1950, Conway, SC 29526 or drop
them off at "The Chanticleer" Office in
Student Center Room 202.

Picks/ Josh Siegel and Jennifer Okola, staffwriters

Radio Flyer is a touching story about
the unlimited power of a child's imagination. Told by the now grown-up Mikey, the
movie reveals remembrances of a childhood
wrought with the fear of an abusive stepfather. The film intensifies as Mikey and his
younger brother, Bobby, swear secrecy about
the alcohol-induced beatings endured by
Bobby. As a result, the only means of
escape from their cruel realities becomes
their vivid imaginations.
Director Richard Donner combines the
inspiration of imagination with the atrocity
of child abuse in this thought-provoking
film starring Tom Hanks, Lorraine Bracco,
John Heard, Elijah Wood, Joseph Mazzello,
and Adam Baldwin.

JO: I'll tell you, Josh, I'm not sure if
Radio Flyer was intended to be inspirational
or infonnative. The two ideas-imagination/child abuse-seemed to compete for
focus resulting in an mconclusive story.
Obviously one idea was that the imagination
is a gift of youth, but that we should try our
hardest not to lose it. However, it also
stressed the value of keeping promises. So,
can we then conclude that the director thinks
the kids were right for keeping the secret of
Bobby's beatings from their mother? I hope
not!
JS: Of course not! If you remember,
their mother made some very important
ones--and then reneged on them. I think
that's why Mikey felt that keeping a promise

was so important In response to the other
point, I don't think the ideas competed for
focus at all. In fact, I think they complimented
each other-without ·something to escape
from, their imaginations may not have represented escape.
JO: There was defini!ely an appeal to
kids, but, the subject matter seemed more
appropriate for an older audience. I don't
think the director knew who his audience
was, and therefore tried to appeal to everyone. Very few movies have the ability to do
that successfully. However, would like to
say that the cameras viewpoint was excellent Very little of the parents faces were
seen because one story was told through a
child's eyes. I thought the level of the

camera was very effective.
JS: Going back to your frrst point I
have to disagree again. I think the combination was very effective because there had to
be cause. I think Mr. Donner should be
commended for exposing the problem. I
think the duality of the audience appeal is
great And, I contend that all ages can learn
from it However. I will agree that the angle
of the camera was perfect So was the cast
The kids were great! So believable!
JO: They sure were. I'd recommend it,
but I think the ads should be more revealing
about its content. The way they are right
now. I think they are elusive.
• JS: I recommend it too, even without
the ad change.

Bunny World Revisjted/ Spot, staff cartoonist
Wtll, rOLKS

ITS 8EEN

ONE HECK or AWEEK ~
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_ _ _ _ Conce
larch 199
Monday
Sunday
Rockburger is now Club Zero has
opened and will
open for spring!

Tuesday

begin having
bands 3-17.
Thursdays will be
their big college
! nights.
Tbe Yams from Outer
Space Smid-Dre's; Kevin
ShleUs Apple Amie's;
Tbe Kinetics Rockburger;
Bo Black Danger Zone;
Mike Edward & the
Banned Atlantis

Tbe Rbinoz Atlantis;
Talon Rockburger,
Stormy Monday Blues
Rick's; Toucbed 2001

Wednesday

2 &: Pixies Otarloae Coliseum;
Grateful Dead Omni: Peter
Framplon Flaming MugF.yeaevillc; Ufe In Goer
Smid-Dre'a; R ell It H ....11toIl
Dutch Deli; 'e er 'eftr
Rockburgc:r. Mi e Ed ardI 6:
Ban
A
' ; HeartJ 6:
Rick',; TOIIChed 2001

Peter Frampton lllusiorlS-1
Charleston; na es &
Angels Smid-Dre's; Talon

8
Tbe Guess Who Atlantis; Happy SI, PalTid;'s Day! The
Stormy Monday Blues
Above Cub Zero; Bob
Rick's; Ice Water
Margoll. igbt Moods;
Mansion Rockburger;
Russell" Hamill
Passion 2001

Perfect Tommy Apple
Annie's; The Rhlnoz
Atlantis; Tbe Kinetics
Rockburger; Tbe Class
Danger Zone; Lisa
Hudson Smid-Dre's

IS
Forgotten Hipsters
Smid-Dre's; The Kinetics
Rockburger; Kevin
Apple Annie's; David
Rockett & the Boosters
Atlantis

Terry Hogan Smid-Dre's;
Issls Rockburger, David
Rockett & the Boosters R~U & HamUton
Atlantis; Stormy Monday Dutch Deli; T Voltage
Brothers Atlantis; The
Blues Rick's; Passion
Above Club Zero;
2001
Rockburger; Hearts

22
Hank Williams Jr.
Greensboro Coliseum;
Wildmen from Borneo
Apple Annie's; Hearts &
BoDeS Atlantis; The
Kinetics Rockburger,
Glenn Taylor Smid-Dre's

29

Prime Tyme Atlantis;
ew Castle Rockburger,
Bernie Higgins Purple

Gator; Stormy Monday
Blues Rick's; Ecstasy
2001

3

Coastal Carolina Concert Connection / Compiled b
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"Imagination is more important than
knowledge." --Albert Einstein

Intramural activities heat Up/Debbie Fore.. Director o!Campus Recreation
Spring is back and beach weather will
be in full bloom. Everyone will be sporting
the bathing suits and shorts soon, so get a
jump on Spring Break with a challenging
aerobic workout. Free classes are held every Monday and Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
and Tuesday and Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
Dance Studio at the P.E. Center.
The 5 on 5 basketball season is coming
to an end. The semi-finals were played
February 25 with a packed house in the
- dimly lie pit also known as the small gym.
The energetic "Unorganized Ones" upset
"The L.C.s" with a score of 71-5l. Hot
handed Ken Washington of "L.C.s" led all
scores with a whopping 45 points then followed by Guy Norcott of the ''Unorganized
Ones." "C.M.B.s" easily defeated "Run n
Gun 66-45. Bruce Killian of "C.M.B.s" led
all scores with 31 points. The "Orangemen"
defeated "Pacers" in a tight game of 53-50.

The top scorers were Bo Bryan of the
"Orangemen" with 22 points and Ron Poll
of the ''Pacers'' with 26 points. "Air Attacks" defeated "Low burg Drizzels" with
ease at 73-45.
The semi-fmals were held February 26.
"C.M.B.s" defeated "Air Attacks" in overtime 56-54 to advance to the fmals. Sure
handed1y, Bruce Killian led "C.M.B.s" with
19 points followed by Kevin Young of "Air
Attack" with 17 points. Mark Rogers of the
"Unorganized Ones" scored a game high 33
points. However, it was not enough to beat
the "Orangemen" in an exciting double
overtime 70-62. Chris Thompson led the
"Orangemen" with 15 points. The
"Orangemen" will meet "C.M.B.s" in the
championship final on Sunday, March 1 in
the big gym!
The walleyballieague is now totalled
with seven competitive teams. The teams

(------------------------,

Experience the Beauty
of an Alaskan Summer
Come Study with us at UAA!
We offer courses in the following areas:

* Continuing Professional Education for Teachers

* Alaska Wilderness Studies & Outdoor Education
* Telecourses * Programs for Young People
.* Various General Ed & Graduate Level Courses
For a complete listing of courses offeres this summer, return this coupon by mail to
UAA Summer Sessions, 707 A Street, Suite 201, Anchorage, Alaska, 99501, or fax us
your information at (907) 279-4419.

Nrune,_________________________________
Adress, ________________________________
City________ State___ Zip_____

Tan For All Seasons
10 tanning rooms
Open 7 days a week.

Students $3.50/visit
$45.00/month, unlimited visits.
248-5194
Hwy. 501, Conway
Behind Shoney's

all have great participation with a number of
outstanding records. "Business Policy" and
"Alpha Sigs" are proudly undefeated followed by "Sigma Nu," "Candidates," and
"Harvey Wallbangers" with a close 1-1
record. All games are in the afternoon
starting at 3:30 p.m. in racquetball court
four. If you are interested is learning more
about this great team sport, stop by and catch
a game.
Innertube water polo is finally splashing away. The ''P.E.R.C.'' team tubed over
the "Sigma Nu" team with a 26-25 victory

Wednesday night. All games are played in
the P.E. Center pool.
The spring co-ed softball league will be
underway the frrst week after spring break.
Each team must play with at least two girls,
so remember, if you are not on a team yet,
leave your name at the Intramural Office
and we will definitely get you on one. All
rosters are due in by Mar. 2 and the captains
meeting is March 3 a~ 3:30 p.m. in Room
103.
For more information please contact
the Intramural Hot Line at 349-2830.

Baseball team hits
homerun streak
by DANA DWAL
Homeruns are often few and far between at a baseball game, but yesterday
Coastal attacked the East Carolina Pirates
with six, yes six, homeruns. Coastal
slaughtered the Pirates 17-2.
WIth two outs in the second inning,
shortstop Chris Pond led off the streak with
a grandslam. Next came third baseman
Louis Lopez with his fIrst of two homeruns.
Following Lopez's homerun was catcher
Pete Schramka with his homerun.
Second baseman Todd Cary had his
share as well with two and thre- run homers.
Coastal attacked the Pirates defensively
as well. Center fielder qary Turnipseed

made two awesome catches near the newly
constructed outfield wall. Leftfielder Steve
Turner also made a great defensive catch.
Pitcher Mike Davis kept the Pirate runs
to only two while grabbing his fust win.
Reliever Brian Phillips closed the game and
currently leads the team in strike outs per
innings pitched. Doubles also came from
Brett Blanks and Chris Hanrahan.
In other Coastal action, John Canetto
hit the game winning two run homer to lift
the Chants past UNC Wilmington last week.
This past weekend Coastal beat UNC Chapel
Hill with pitchers Aaron Kunder and Dave
"Ragu" Iorlano combining for the win.
Coastal's record now stands at 5-5.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March 3-5 .......................................1ames Madison
* MARCH 11.......................................LIBERTY
March 15 ...........................................Towson State
March 16.................................................. umoyne
March 18-20........................ Alabama-Binningham
March 22, 23 ....................... :........... Bowling Green
* MARCH 28, 29............................WINTHR 0 P
* APRIL 10, 11•......•........•..•.•.......... CAMPBELL
April 14................................................ St. Andrews
April 22 ....................... ~, .............. ~1'lc:: ~ilmington
* APRIL 25,26...•..••...•.............UN C ASHVILLE
May 1,2.................................................... Mt. Olive
May 14-17 ........................... Big South Tournament
* HOME GAMES IN BOLD
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•A man should be taller older heavier, uglier
and hoarser than his wife: -E.W. Howe
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Men's golf team begins ea on o
SUbmitted by Sports Information Dept.

Three years ago Coach Tom Brennan
promised to tum the Coastal golf program
around, after appearing in 15 consecutive
NCAA Division m Championships with
the State University of New Yark at Oswego.
This promise appeared to be coming true
last season as the Chants gained a number 48
ranking in the country. The outlook for this
season appears to be even brighter. Five
seniors and a schedule that is comparable to
any NCAA Division I schedule in the country
should make the 1992 spring season for the
men's golf team one of their most memorable ever.
"IT we have ever had a team during my
tenure. that will be consistently capable of

an even par team score of288. this is it, " said
Coach Brennan.
In scoring college golf, the best four of
five individual scores detennine the team
score each day of competition. Such a team
score of 288 usually put teams at the top of
the leader board
"Our experienced veterans, Trevor
Gliwski, Kent Fukushima and Lenny
Lasinsky, will get the chance to get us off to
a good start when we open March 13 at East
Carolina's tournament," said Brennan. "By
the same token we can't fall prey to our
overconfidence. We can't for instance expect too much perfection, because I suspect
that some of our players games might reveal
a fair amount of rust and grit around the

•

1

edges, after our long winter layoff." During
the fall of 1991 Coastal recorded a fomth
place fmish at Ohio State University, and
another fourth at Campbell. The third
scheduled tournament was postponed as Old
Dominion tried hosting at the outer banks of
orth Carolina. Inclement weather caused
the tournament's postpOnement
The skill of exceptional players I· e
seniors Gliwski, Lasinsky and Fukushima,

who are consistent 10
venty hooters
shou1d prove the ey to thi spring' succe .
"Without a doubt, the three players have
no successfull y passed through their
various ability level ,and now at thi point
in their careers. they have reached that po .rive competitive edge and are demonstrating consistency in their scoring. It i thi
type of play that ill defmitely help enhance
our chances of inning," Brennan said.

Basketball team's
winning streak ends
,

by ART WALKER
Staff Writer
Coastal's men's basketball team had
their winning streak stopped by the Bucs of
the College of Charleston 00 Monday night
at Kimbel Gymnasium. The Bucs held off a
late Coastal charge to pull out an elevenpoint vicury, 70-59.
Tony Duncan led the Chants with 20
points; all but two came in the rust half. Eric
Grissett scored several key baskets in the
second half to keep Coastal close, but the
Bucs found a way to slow down Tony
Duncan's scoring, and, with the help of a
three point shot, put the game away.
Coastal will try to get back on the winning track on February 27 against Liberty
University at the "Chicken Coop." The
gameagamstLiberty University will also be
the fmal home game for Chants seniors. J J.

Foster, Eric Grissett, Eddie Lesaine. Ernie
Williams, and Jimmy Mitchell, who hope to
end their careers at Coastal with a win which
should give them a boost as they go to the
Big South Tourney on March 5 to try to
return to the CAA Tournament
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Introduces an EXCLU
E
.
new ervlce.
Xpre$$ Refunds by AL
in as little as 8 hrs, 24 hr guarantee
Please call u today 293-3625.
"Give the best a test or
wait days on the rest."

•

4561 Hwy 17 by-pass S yrtle Beach
Open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday-Saturday, unday by appointment.

ITI TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA
CALL US!
Myrtle Belch

R.....I'IntA_

626-7666

449-8700
ga.o N. Kr9 Hw,.

1706 S. Kings Hwy.
IIyrtIt Belch

Boca_

449-2469

650-3030

5221 N. Kings Hwy.

College discount, 10% off regular menu price with studnet LD.

University Plaza
347-751)1
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Fall 1992 Registration March 25 - April 8
(Fall schedules arrive March 23, 1992)
1. You will receive an appointment card in the mail.
2. Meet with your adviser on the day of your registration
apponitment ..
3. Register according to your assigned appointment time
in the Registration Office or with your advisor.
(If you have class at your scheduled registration time, you may
register after class on that day. Also, additional make-up days
are Apri16 - 8.)
4. Your scheduel and bill will be mailed to you in August.
5. Pay by mail.
6. Show up Monday, August 31, 1992 for classes.
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Bay Village
365-150l
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RESULT: NO LINES!
If you do not follow the above procedme,
most sections will have been closed by August.
RESTAURANT OPPORTUNITIES'

COME WORK. IN

nIEGARDEN!
Challenge. Excitement. Fun. Rewards.
It's all waiting for you at our brand new
Olive Garden location. We have more
than 100 opportunities immediately
available:

Premium Chicken, Spicy or Mild Fried - BBQ - Roasted

A BIG CHANGE FROM THE ORDINARY
FAST FOOD TASTE
COMPLEMENT YOUR MEAL:
* Homemade biscuits * Sandwiches & Nuggets * Com * Com muffins
Cajun-style rice * BBQ Beans * Cole Slaw * Chicken gumbo stew *

Attention Students, Faculty, and Staff:
Receive a 10% discount on any purchase with Coastal 1.0.

ri1o~~~~~~;~:O:=:~$io~l
I One coupon per visit

.at

I
I
I

Not to be combined
with any other otter'

• Must pntsent coupon
time at purchase.

I
•• Valid at :

PREMIUM ODCICEN

E
'
xptres:

May 31.1992
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• Hosts A:
Hostesses
• Waiters A:
Waitresses

*

.Bussers
• Bartenders

• Cashiers

Cheerleading
Dance Team
Tryouts ·

• Pasta Makers
• Prep Cooks
.UneCooks
• Dish Machine
Operators

Orientation Sessions

Take advantage of the rewards The Olive
Garden has to offer you: paid vacation;
profit sharing: server sales achievement
awards; meal discounts and medical!
dental (with certain eligibility
requirements).

March 23, 4 p.m. Rm 201
March 24, 5:30 p.m. Rm 201

Applications will be taken Mon.#Sat.
between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. Apply for
any of the positions listed above by

Will receive tryout workshop
schedule during orientation
sessions.
Orientation Recommended!

viJiting with us at our newest location:

1405 N. Kinp Hwy., u.s. 17
(3 Blocks South of
Myrtle Square Mall)
Myrtle Beach
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Workshops begin
March 31
Tryout April 11
Call 2311 for further details.

